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Simple equation for earthquake distribution
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The earthquake distribution, the Gutenberg-Richter law, is obtained postulating a connection through a
diffusion process between the kinetic energy of the active zone and the radiated energy. A link between the
value of the critical exponent and the stress release is proposed.@S1063-651X~99!01306-9#

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 91.30.Bi
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Earthquakes usually appear at the contact zone of the
tonic plates, which form the crust of the Earth@1#. The ge-
neric mechanism consists in the breaking along a faul
deformed rocks, but the detailed features of this phenom
has not been completely understood yet@2,3#. The scaling
laws describing the large-scale properties of the earthqu
@4,5# rise the question whether the ideas of the nonequi
rium critical phenomena theory may be helpful in furth
understanding this phenomenon.

A fundamental observation in seismology is t
Gutenberg-Richter law@4#; from it one can infer that the
probability of the earthquakes decays algebraic function
the released energy,

P~E!'E212b. ~1!

The actual value of the exponentb is still under discussion
earlier it was reported to be close to 1 but at the moment
believed to be about 2/3. It has been observed thatb varies
for different Earth regions, fluctuates in time, and depends
the earthquake magnitude@6–8#. In the recent years self
organized-criticality models have been proposed to exp
this scaling law@5,6,9–11# as the result of the extremal na
ture of the dynamic rules governing the system@12#. The
results of these models were mainly obtained through
merical simulation. There are also deterministic models@2,8#
describing the earthquakes dynamics starting from a m
realistic description of the friction and elastic forces acting
the fault zone. The Budridge-Knopoff kind of model@13#
reproduces the Gutenberg-Richter law withb'1.

In this paper we propose an analytic model based o
birth and death process whose parameters are deduced
the mean field type of arguments. The model explains
scale invariance observed in the Gutenberg-Richter law
also accounts for the observed variability of the critical e
ponentb. The use of birth and death processes and m
complex multiplicative random process have been used
viously to model scale-invariant physical phenomena@14#.
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~6!/7213~3!/$15.00
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The stress accumulated in the fault zone appears du
the very slow motion of the tectonic plates driven by t
underlying magma. As the motion is very slow we assu
that the thermodynamic equilibrium is satisfied locally in t
fault zone and its motion can be depicted in principle usin
hydrodynamic approach. This picture breaks down when
friction forces cannot equilibrate in some regions the str
forces accumulated in the fault zone; consequently, the
locity and the stress fields became discontinuous in th
regions and the induced dynamics violates the local ther
dynamic equilibrium condition. These are the regions t
produce the seismic waves and we shall call them ac
zones. The initial-produced perturbation induces elastic f
ure in other regions that are close to the hydrodynam
break-down point.

In this process the dynamics of the active zones is de
ministic but chaotic as models show@13#; therefore, we as-
sume that the kinetic energy that characterizes the ac
zones after the elastic failure is evolving randomly due
complexity of the elastic energy landscape of the fault zo
If an active part has an average kinetic energy of orderBL2

whereB is bulk modulus andL is its linear dimension we
assume that there is a characteristic length of orderAEkin /B
above which the correlation between two active points v
ish.

We model this picture denoting the independent act
volumes as active points carrying an average kinetic ene
that is exchanged among them and that is lost finally fr
the fault zone by radiation. The active point correspond
the ‘‘blocks’’ or lattice sites of the above-cited models. Ne
we propose a simple stochastic rule for the evolution of
active points in the hypotheses that they are statistically
dependent.

We consider that during the release of a small quantity
energydE outside of the fault zone the number of activ
points varies randomly. In this simple model we assume t
an active point has the probabilityldE to die and the prob-
ability mdE to generate another active point. This is a ve
schematic description of the kinetic-energy evolution in t
7213 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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fault zone. These two parameters are the average effec
the interaction of the active points among them and with
surrounding media. With the above hypothesis we can w
a detailed balance equation for the numbers of active ag
using as evolution parameter the released energy,

Pn~E1dE!5Pn~E!1m~n21!dEPn21~E!

1l~n11!dEPn11~E!2~l1m!ndEPn~E!,

~2!

wherePn(E) is the probability to haven active points after
the energyE has been released;mndE, lndE are the prob-
abilities that the system jumps from the state withn active
points in a state withn11, n21 active points while it re-
leases the energydE. Since we consider the active points
be statistically independent the transitions with larger st
are proportional with higher powers ofdE and, therefore, we
neglect them.

If we neglect the interaction of the active points with t
surrounding media and the friction among them the birth a
death rates are equal;l5m on the basis of the energy con
servation on average. If an active point appears, carryin
typical amount of kinetic energy, an other agent has to d
appear.~Later on we shall discuss the situation in which t
death rate incorporates the effect of internal friction such t
l.m.! To this first approximation we have to add two mo
effects on the transition probabilities: the loss of energy
seismic waves and the input of kinetic energy coming fr
the stress release of the fault zone during the earthqu
This correction may be set to the death ratel and it is in-
verse proportional with the number of active point,

l→l1u/n, ~3!

considering that the loss or gain of energy is equally dist
uted among the active points. In the previous formulau is the
global rate of energy transfer between the active points
the fault. If the rate of the stress release dominates the ra
radiated energyu,0, otherwiseu.0. Intuitively, we expect
that the stress release will dominate at the beginning of
earthquake but now we are considering an average valu
this effect.

Within the frame of this model an earthquake begins w
a given number of active pointsn0 and comes to end whe
the number of active points, and implicitly the kinetic ener
is zero. Therefore, the earthquake distribution is the distri
tion of the first arrival in the origin of the random wal
described by Eq.~2!. The calculation of this distribution ca
be done in the continuous version of the model,

]EpE~n!5 1
2 ]nn„DnpE~n!…1v]npE~n!, ~4!

where D and v are the phenomenologic parameters cor
sponding in the discreet version tol andu. D is the variance
of the average kinetic-energy per active point andv is the
drift added due to kinetic-energy variation coming to t
interaction with the surrounding media.

The solution of Eq.~4! can be obtained using the tim
Laplace transform and then the standard theory of the o
nary differential equation@15,16#. The Laplace transform o
the adjoint~backward! equation is
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np92rp82lp5p~n,0!, ~5!

where we made the substitutions:n→Dn, r 5v/D. The
Laplace transform of the first arrival atn0 starting fromn,
fl(n,n0) satisfies the homogeneous equation associa
with Eq. ~5! @15# and it has to be a bounded function asn
→`. The homogeneous equation associated with Eq.~5! can
be solved exactly and the Laplace transform of the first
rival distribution has the form@15#,

fl~n,n0!5S n

n0
D ~12r !/2 Kn~2Aln1/2!

Kn~2Aln0
1/2!

5S n

n0
D ~12r !/2 I 2n~2Aln1/2!2I n~2Aln1/2!

I 2n~A2ln0
1/2!2I n~2Aln0

1/2!
,

~6!

whereKn(z) and I n(z) are the Bessel function of imaginar
argument of first and second kind, respectively@17#, andn
512r . Using the series representation of the Bessel fu
tion I n(z) one can analyze the behavior of the functi
fl(n,n0) asl→0. That is equivalent through the Tauberia
theorem with the limitE→`. We conclude@18,15# that the
asymptotic behavior of the probability distribution for th
earthquake distribution function of released energy is

p~n0 ,E!'E212b, b511r , r 5v/D. ~7!

The above equation yields the Gutenberg-Richter law if
drift part is less than the noise strength, that is,ur u,1; this
request is compatible with the picture we have propo
since during the earthquake event, as we assumed the b
down of the hydrodynamic description, the variation of t
kinetic energy of the active points is drifted by the noi
strengthD. The observed variability of the exponentb origi-
nates from the global characterization of the interaction
tween the active part and its surrounding area through
rameterr that may vary for various places on the Earth a
for different events as the configuration and the thermo
namic properties may change during the hydrodynamic
gime.

In the frame of this model one can explain the relati
b,1. This impliesu,0 in Eq. ~3!, that is, the stress releas
rate is greater than the kinetic energy rate loss by seis
waves.

The asymptotic behavior we have found remain u
changed upon the average over the distribution of the in
activity if we assume that this distribution has all its m
ments finite. From a physical point of view, it is natural
assume that the earthquake starts with a number of in
active points and whose distribution decays exponenti
with n0.

Now we consider briefly the case when the dissipation
present in the volume of the active zone, that is, the de
rate l is higher than the birth ratem. The drift term in the
diffusion equation becomesv2en, e.0. The equation for
the first arrival time is

np92~en2r !p82lp50. ~8!
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The substitutionx→n/e lead us to the equation satisfied b
confluent~degenerate! hypergeometric function,

xp91~r 2x!p82
l

e
p50. ~9!

Standard calculation shows that the Laplace transform of
first arrival distribution is

pl
f a~n0!5CS l

e
,r ,en0D , ~10!

where C(a,b;z) is the hypergeometric confluent functio
bounded to1` @17,16#. The Laplace transform of the firs
arrival in the origin is now analytical inl and the cutoff
energy goes proportionally with 1/e. Therefore, the system
self-organizes in a critical state if the internal friction in th
active zone is negligibly small comparatively with the k
netic energy released after the elastodynamic failure; ot
wise, the large-scale events are prohibited. A low fricti
motion appears if the energy flux dissipated by internal fr
tion is much more less than the energy released through
et
e

r-

-
he

radiative modes. This kind of dynamics can be imagined
we assume that the fault zone evolves in a rugged lands
of energy; an earthquake implies an abrupt transition
tween two local minima and the short characteristic time
this transition activates the radiative modes of the system
model sustaining this hypothesis has been treated in Ref.@2#.

We have shown that the Gutenberg-Richter law can
obtained analytically from a model using as evolution p
rameter, the released energyE. The parameterb includes the
average effect of the interaction between the active zone
surrounding media which can explain the variability of t
critical exponents observed in nature. The relationb,1 is
connected with the relaxation in the fault zone. The Marko
ian hypothesis made by this paper may be useful in the
ther study of the simple deterministic model@2,8# since one
clearly can individuate the active points from the active zo
and the radiated energy and check their stochastic corr
tion.

The author thanks Amos Maritan, Jay Banavar, a
Michael Swift for useful discussions.
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